
بسم االله الرحمن الرحيم
انجليزي كتابة / قطعة المحاضرة السابعة

[أسئلة مراجعة مجهود شخصي - اللغة الانجليزية كتابة - الدكتور / وليد عثمان]

1) My family took a trip to....1.... City. We visited my father’s friends, Mr. and Mrs.
Vega. We were very excited before we left. It was our ....2... trip to New York. We
....3... to New York on ....4.... morning. The weather was ....5... and sunny. The airplane
was very ....6..... We arrived at about ....7... p.m. Mr. and Mrs. Vega met us at the
airport. We stayed with Mr. and Mrs. Vega for ....8.... Choose the best word for space
(1) in the paragraph ?
- New York
- Los Angeles
- Japan

2) My family took a trip to....1.... City. We visited my father’s friends, Mr. and Mrs.
Vega. We were very excited before we left. It was our ....2... trip to New York. We
....3... to New York on ....4.... morning. The weather was ....5... and sunny. The airplane
was very ....6..... We arrived at about ....7... p.m. Mr. and Mrs. Vega met us at the
airport. We stayed with Mr. and Mrs. Vega for ....8.... Choose the best word for space
(2) in the paragraph ?
- Fourth
- first
- second

3) My family took a trip to....1.... City. We visited my father’s friends, Mr. and Mrs.
Vega. We were very excited before we left. It was our ....2... trip to New York. We
....3... to New York on ....4.... morning. The weather was ....5... and sunny. The airplane
was very ....6..... We arrived at about ....7... p.m. Mr. and Mrs. Vega met us at the
airport. We stayed with Mr. and Mrs. Vega for ....8.... Choose the best word for space
(3) in the paragraph ?
- Fly
- flew

4) My family took a trip to....1.... City. We visited my father’s friends, Mr. and Mrs.
Vega. We were very excited before we left. It was our ....2... trip to New York. We
....3... to New York on ....4.... morning. The weather was ....5... and sunny. The airplane
was very ....6..... We arrived at about ....7... p.m. Mr. and Mrs. Vega met us at the
airport. We stayed with Mr. and Mrs. Vega for ....8.... Choose the best word for space
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(4) in the paragraph ?
- Sunday
- Friday
- Monday

5) My family took a trip to....1.... City. We visited my father’s friends, Mr. and Mrs.
Vega. We were very excited before we left. It was our ....2... trip to New York. We
....3... to New York on ....4.... morning. The weather was ....5... and sunny. The airplane
was very ....6..... We arrived at about ....7... p.m. Mr. and Mrs. Vega met us at the
airport. We stayed with Mr. and Mrs. Vega for ....8.... Choose the best word for space
(5) in the paragraph ?
- Bright
- clear
- Cloudy

6) My family took a trip to....1.... City. We visited my father’s friends, Mr. and Mrs.
Vega. We were very excited before we left. It was our ....2... trip to New York. We
....3... to New York on ....4.... morning. The weather was ....5... and sunny. The airplane
was very ....6..... We arrived at about ....7... p.m. Mr. and Mrs. Vega met us at the
airport. We stayed with Mr. and Mrs. Vega for ....8.... Choose the best word for space
(6) in the paragraph ?
- comfortable
- Uncomfortable
- crowded

7) My family took a trip to....1.... City. We visited my father’s friends, Mr. and Mrs.
Vega. We were very excited before we left. It was our ....2... trip to New York. We
....3... to New York on ....4.... morning. The weather was ....5... and sunny. The airplane
was very ....6..... We arrived at about ....7... p.m. Mr. and Mrs. Vega met us at the
airport. We stayed with Mr. and Mrs. Vega for ....8.... Choose the best word for space
(7) in the paragraph ?
- 3:00
- 4:00
- 5:00

8) My family took a trip to....1.... City. We visited my father’s friends, Mr. and Mrs.
Vega. We were very excited before we left. It was our ....2... trip to New York. We
....3... to New York on ....4.... morning. The weather was ....5... and sunny. The airplane
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was very ....6..... We arrived at about ....7... p.m. Mr. and Mrs. Vega met us at the
airport. We stayed with Mr. and Mrs. Vega for ....8.... Choose the best word for space
(8) in the paragraph ?
- 2 weeks
- one week
- 3 weeks

9) We didn’t have much free time ...9... our visit to New York. On ...10..., we took the
train to Long Beach. We ...11... and ate watermelon. The next ...12... , we took a ...13...
and saw the Statue of Liberty. The view was ....14... . We had an exciting time. ...15... ,
one day was especially exciting for Maria. On ...16... , we went sightseeing. First, we
took a ....17... into the city. Later, on, we took a ...18... to Central Park. The bus was
very ...19... . We got off the bus at the park. ...20... , something was ...21... . Maria
wasn’t with us. We looked around and ...22... we saw her. Maria was on the bus! She
didn’t ...23... off. There were too many people. My father ran after the bus. ...24... , the
bus driver stopped and Maria ...25... off. ....26.. , Maria was safe. She was careful on
buses and trains ...27... Choose the best word for space (9)in the paragraph ?
- during
- First
- on

10) We didn’t have much free time ...9... our visit to New York. On ...10..., we took the
train to Long Beach. We ...11... and ate watermelon. The next ...12... , we took a ...13...
and saw the Statue of Liberty. The view was ....14... . We had an exciting time. ...15... ,
one day was especially exciting for Maria. On ...16... , we went sightseeing. First, we
took a ....17... into the city. Later, on, we took a ...18... to Central Park. The bus was
very ...19... . We got off the bus at the park. ...20... , something was ...21... . Maria
wasn’t with us. We looked around and ...22... we saw her. Maria was on the bus! She
didn’t ...23... off. There were too many people. My father ran after the bus. ...24... , the
bus driver stopped and Maria ...25... off. ....26.. , Maria was safe. She was careful on
buses and trains ...27... Choose the best word for space (10)in the paragraph ?
- Saturday
- Monday
- Friday

11) We didn’t have much free time ...9... our visit to New York. On ...10..., we took the
train to Long Beach. We ...11... and ate watermelon. The next ...12... , we took a ...13...
and saw the Statue of Liberty. The view was ....14... . We had an exciting time. ...15... ,
one day was especially exciting for Maria. On ...16... , we went sightseeing. First, we
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took a ....17... into the city. Later, on, we took a ...18... to Central Park. The bus was
very ...19... . We got off the bus at the park. ...20... , something was ...21... . Maria
wasn’t with us. We looked around and ...22... we saw her. Maria was on the bus! She
didn’t ...23... off. There were too many people. My father ran after the bus. ...24... , the
bus driver stopped and Maria ...25... off. ....26.. , Maria was safe. She was careful on
buses and trains ...27... Choose the best word for space (11)in the paragraph ?
- swam
- Swim
- swimming

12) We didn’t have much free time ...9... our visit to New York. On ...10..., we took the
train to Long Beach. We ...11... and ate watermelon. The next ...12... , we took a ...13...
and saw the Statue of Liberty. The view was ....14... . We had an exciting time. ...15... ,
one day was especially exciting for Maria. On ...16... , we went sightseeing. First, we
took a ....17... into the city. Later, on, we took a ...18... to Central Park. The bus was
very ...19... . We got off the bus at the park. ...20... , something was ...21... . Maria
wasn’t with us. We looked around and ...22... we saw her. Maria was on the bus! She
didn’t ...23... off. There were too many people. My father ran after the bus. ...24... , the
bus driver stopped and Maria ...25... off. ....26.. , Maria was safe. She was careful on
buses and trains ...27... Choose the best word for space (12)in the paragraph ?
- day
- Week
- month

13) We didn’t have much free time ...9... our visit to New York. On ...10..., we took the
train to Long Beach. We ...11... and ate watermelon. The next ...12... , we took a ...13...
and saw the Statue of Liberty. The view was ....14... . We had an exciting time. ...15... ,
one day was especially exciting for Maria. On ...16... , we went sightseeing. First, we
took a ....17... into the city. Later, on, we took a ...18... to Central Park. The bus was
very ...19... . We got off the bus at the park. ...20... , something was ...21... . Maria
wasn’t with us. We looked around and ...22... we saw her. Maria was on the bus! She
didn’t ...23... off. There were too many people. My father ran after the bus. ...24... , the
bus driver stopped and Maria ...25... off. ....26.. , Maria was safe. She was careful on
buses and trains ...27... Choose the best word for space (13)in the paragraph ?
- bus
- ferry
- car

14) We didn’t have much free time ...9... our visit to New York. On ...10..., we took the
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train to Long Beach. We ...11... and ate watermelon. The next ...12... , we took a ...13...
and saw the Statue of Liberty. The view was ....14... . We had an exciting time. ...15... ,
one day was especially exciting for Maria. On ...16... , we went sightseeing. First, we
took a ....17... into the city. Later, on, we took a ...18... to Central Park. The bus was
very ...19... . We got off the bus at the park. ...20... , something was ...21... . Maria
wasn’t with us. We looked around and ...22... we saw her. Maria was on the bus! She
didn’t ...23... off. There were too many people. My father ran after the bus. ...24... , the
bus driver stopped and Maria ...25... off. ....26.. , Maria was safe. She was careful on
buses and trains ...27... Choose the best word for space (14)in the paragraph ?
- amazing
- interesting
- Wonderful

15) We didn’t have much free time ...9... our visit to New York. On ...10..., we took the
train to Long Beach. We ...11... and ate watermelon. The next ...12... , we took a ...13...
and saw the Statue of Liberty. The view was ....14... . We had an exciting time. ...15... ,
one day was especially exciting for Maria. On ...16... , we went sightseeing. First, we
took a ....17... into the city. Later, on, we took a ...18... to Central Park. The bus was
very ...19... . We got off the bus at the park. ...20... , something was ...21... . Maria
wasn’t with us. We looked around and ...22... we saw her. Maria was on the bus! She
didn’t ...23... off. There were too many people. My father ran after the bus. ...24... , the
bus driver stopped and Maria ...25... off. ....26.. , Maria was safe. She was careful on
buses and trains ...27... Choose the best word for space (15)in the paragraph ?
- At last
- However
- finally

16) We didn’t have much free time ...9... our visit to New York. On ...10..., we took the
train to Long Beach. We ...11... and ate watermelon. The next ...12... , we took a ...13...
and saw the Statue of Liberty. The view was ....14... . We had an exciting time. ...15... ,
one day was especially exciting for Maria. On ...16... , we went sightseeing. First, we
took a ....17... into the city. Later, on, we took a ...18... to Central Park. The bus was
very ...19... . We got off the bus at the park. ...20... , something was ...21... . Maria
wasn’t with us. We looked around and ...22... we saw her. Maria was on the bus! She
didn’t ...23... off. There were too many people. My father ran after the bus. ...24... , the
bus driver stopped and Maria ...25... off. ....26.. , Maria was safe. She was careful on
buses and trains ...27... Choose the best word for space (16)in the paragraph ?
- Friday
- Saturday
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- Monday

17) We didn’t have much free time ...9... our visit to New York. On ...10..., we took the
train to Long Beach. We ...11... and ate watermelon. The next ...12... , we took a ...13...
and saw the Statue of Liberty. The view was ....14... . We had an exciting time. ...15... ,
one day was especially exciting for Maria. On ...16... , we went sightseeing. First, we
took a ....17... into the city. Later, on, we took a ...18... to Central Park. The bus was
very ...19... . We got off the bus at the park. ...20... , something was ...21... . Maria
wasn’t with us. We looked around and ...22... we saw her. Maria was on the bus! She
didn’t ...23... off. There were too many people. My father ran after the bus. ...24... , the
bus driver stopped and Maria ...25... off. ....26.. , Maria was safe. She was careful on
buses and trains ...27... Choose the best word for space (17)in the paragraph ?
- subway
- car
- bus

18) We didn’t have much free time ...9... our visit to New York. On ...10..., we took the
train to Long Beach. We ...11... and ate watermelon. The next ...12... , we took a ...13...
and saw the Statue of Liberty. The view was ....14... . We had an exciting time. ...15... ,
one day was especially exciting for Maria. On ...16... , we went sightseeing. First, we
took a ....17... into the city. Later, on, we took a ...18... to Central Park. The bus was
very ...19... . We got off the bus at the park. ...20... , something was ...21... . Maria
wasn’t with us. We looked around and ...22... we saw her. Maria was on the bus! She
didn’t ...23... off. There were too many people. My father ran after the bus. ...24... , the
bus driver stopped and Maria ...25... off. ....26.. , Maria was safe. She was careful on
buses and trains ...27... Choose the best word for space (18)in the paragraph ?
- subway
- car
- bus

19) We didn’t have much free time ...9... our visit to New York. On ...10..., we took the
train to Long Beach. We ...11... and ate watermelon. The next ...12... , we took a ...13...
and saw the Statue of Liberty. The view was ....14... . We had an exciting time. ...15... ,
one day was especially exciting for Maria. On ...16... , we went sightseeing. First, we
took a ....17... into the city. Later, on, we took a ...18... to Central Park. The bus was
very ...19... . We got off the bus at the park. ...20... , something was ...21... . Maria
wasn’t with us. We looked around and ...22... we saw her. Maria was on the bus! She
didn’t ...23... off. There were too many people. My father ran after the bus. ...24... , the
bus driver stopped and Maria ...25... off. ....26.. , Maria was safe. She was careful on
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buses and trains ...27... Choose the best word for space (19)in the paragraph ?
- crowded
- comfortable
- Uncomfortable

20) We didn’t have much free time ...9... our visit to New York. On ...10..., we took the
train to Long Beach. We ...11... and ate watermelon. The next ...12... , we took a ...13...
and saw the Statue of Liberty. The view was ....14... . We had an exciting time. ...15... ,
one day was especially exciting for Maria. On ...16... , we went sightseeing. First, we
took a ....17... into the city. Later, on, we took a ...18... to Central Park. The bus was
very ...19... . We got off the bus at the park. ...20... , something was ...21... . Maria
wasn’t with us. We looked around and ...22... we saw her. Maria was on the bus! She
didn’t ...23... off. There were too many people. My father ran after the bus. ...24... , the
bus driver stopped and Maria ...25... off. ....26.. , Maria was safe. She was careful on
buses and trains ...27... Choose the best word for space (20)in the paragraph ?
- after that
- However
- At last

21) We didn’t have much free time ...9... our visit to New York. On ...10..., we took the
train to Long Beach. We ...11... and ate watermelon. The next ...12... , we took a ...13...
and saw the Statue of Liberty. The view was ....14... . We had an exciting time. ...15... ,
one day was especially exciting for Maria. On ...16... , we went sightseeing. First, we
took a ....17... into the city. Later, on, we took a ...18... to Central Park. The bus was
very ...19... . We got off the bus at the park. ...20... , something was ...21... . Maria
wasn’t with us. We looked around and ...22... we saw her. Maria was on the bus! She
didn’t ...23... off. There were too many people. My father ran after the bus. ...24... , the
bus driver stopped and Maria ...25... off. ....26.. , Maria was safe. She was careful on
buses and trains ...27... Choose the best word for space (21)in the paragraph ?
- Unusual
- Frightening
- strange

22) We didn’t have much free time ...9... our visit to New York. On ...10..., we took the
train to Long Beach. We ...11... and ate watermelon. The next ...12... , we took a ...13...
and saw the Statue of Liberty. The view was ....14... . We had an exciting time. ...15... ,
one day was especially exciting for Maria. On ...16... , we went sightseeing. First, we
took a ....17... into the city. Later, on, we took a ...18... to Central Park. The bus was
very ...19... . We got off the bus at the park. ...20... , something was ...21... . Maria
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wasn’t with us. We looked around and ...22... we saw her. Maria was on the bus! She
didn’t ...23... off. There were too many people. My father ran after the bus. ...24... , the
bus driver stopped and Maria ...25... off. ....26.. , Maria was safe. She was careful on
buses and trains ...27... Choose the best word for space (22)in the paragraph ?
- finally
- after that
- In the end

23) We didn’t have much free time ...9... our visit to New York. On ...10..., we took the
train to Long Beach. We ...11... and ate watermelon. The next ...12... , we took a ...13...
and saw the Statue of Liberty. The view was ....14... . We had an exciting time. ...15... ,
one day was especially exciting for Maria. On ...16... , we went sightseeing. First, we
took a ....17... into the city. Later, on, we took a ...18... to Central Park. The bus was
very ...19... . We got off the bus at the park. ...20... , something was ...21... . Maria
wasn’t with us. We looked around and ...22... we saw her. Maria was on the bus! She
didn’t ...23... off. There were too many people. My father ran after the bus. ...24... , the
bus driver stopped and Maria ...25... off. ....26.. , Maria was safe. She was careful on
buses and trains ...27... Choose the best word for space (23)in the paragraph ?
- get off
- got off

24) We didn’t have much free time ...9... our visit to New York. On ...10..., we took the
train to Long Beach. We ...11... and ate watermelon. The next ...12... , we took a ...13...
and saw the Statue of Liberty. The view was ....14... . We had an exciting time. ...15... ,
one day was especially exciting for Maria. On ...16... , we went sightseeing. First, we
took a ....17... into the city. Later, on, we took a ...18... to Central Park. The bus was
very ...19... . We got off the bus at the park. ...20... , something was ...21... . Maria
wasn’t with us. We looked around and ...22... we saw her. Maria was on the bus! She
didn’t ...23... off. There were too many people. My father ran after the bus. ...24... , the
bus driver stopped and Maria ...25... off. ....26.. , Maria was safe. She was careful on
buses and trains ...27... Choose the best word for space (24)in the paragraph ?
- In the end
- At last
- finally

25) We didn’t have much free time ...9... our visit to New York. On ...10..., we took the
train to Long Beach. We ...11... and ate watermelon. The next ...12... , we took a ...13...
and saw the Statue of Liberty. The view was ....14... . We had an exciting time. ...15... ,
one day was especially exciting for Maria. On ...16... , we went sightseeing. First, we
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took a ....17... into the city. Later, on, we took a ...18... to Central Park. The bus was
very ...19... . We got off the bus at the park. ...20... , something was ...21... . Maria
wasn’t with us. We looked around and ...22... we saw her. Maria was on the bus! She
didn’t ...23... off. There were too many people. My father ran after the bus. ...24... , the
bus driver stopped and Maria ...25... off. ....26.. , Maria was safe. She was careful on
buses and trains ...27... Choose the best word for space (25)in the paragraph ?
- get off
- Got off

26) We didn’t have much free time ...9... our visit to New York. On ...10..., we took the
train to Long Beach. We ...11... and ate watermelon. The next ...12... , we took a ...13...
and saw the Statue of Liberty. The view was ....14... . We had an exciting time. ...15... ,
one day was especially exciting for Maria. On ...16... , we went sightseeing. First, we
took a ....17... into the city. Later, on, we took a ...18... to Central Park. The bus was
very ...19... . We got off the bus at the park. ...20... , something was ...21... . Maria
wasn’t with us. We looked around and ...22... we saw her. Maria was on the bus! She
didn’t ...23... off. There were too many people. My father ran after the bus. ...24... , the
bus driver stopped and Maria ...25... off. ....26.. , Maria was safe. She was careful on
buses and trains ...27... Choose the best word for space (26)in the paragraph ?
- In the end
- after that
- finally

27) We didn’t have much free time ...9... our visit to New York. On ...10..., we took the
train to Long Beach. We ...11... and ate watermelon. The next ...12... , we took a ...13...
and saw the Statue of Liberty. The view was ....14... . We had an exciting time. ...15... ,
one day was especially exciting for Maria. On ...16... , we went sightseeing. First, we
took a ....17... into the city. Later, on, we took a ...18... to Central Park. The bus was
very ...19... . We got off the bus at the park. ...20... , something was ...21... . Maria
wasn’t with us. We looked around and ...22... we saw her. Maria was on the bus! She
didn’t ...23... off. There were too many people. My father ran after the bus. ...24... , the
bus driver stopped and Maria ...25... off. ....26.. , Maria was safe. She was careful on
buses and trains ...27... Choose the best word for space (27)in the paragraph ?
- In the end
- after that
- finally

28) We ...28... back to...29... the next day. Mr. and Mrs. Vega ...30... us to the airport in
their car. We got home late ...31... evening. We were ...32... , but we were happy. We
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had a wonderful time in New York. ...33... , Maria is never going to forget her ...34...
bus trip. Choose the best word for space (28)in the paragraph ?
- came
- Come

29) We ...28... back to...29... the next day. Mr. and Mrs. Vega ...30... us to the airport in
their car. We got home late ...31... evening. We were ...32... , but we were happy. We
had a wonderful time in New York. ...33... , Maria is never going to forget her ...34...
bus trip. Choose the best word for space (29)in the paragraph ?
- New York
- Los Angeles
- Japan

30) We ...28... back to...29... the next day. Mr. and Mrs. Vega ...30... us to the airport in
their car. We got home late ...31... evening. We were ...32... , but we were happy. We
had a wonderful time in New York. ...33... , Maria is never going to forget her ...34...
bus trip. Choose the best word for space (30)in the paragraph ?
- drive
- drove

31) We ...28... back to...29... the next day. Mr. and Mrs. Vega ...30... us to the airport in
their car. We got home late ...31... evening. We were ...32... , but we were happy. We
had a wonderful time in New York. ...33... , Maria is never going to forget her ...34...
bus trip. Choose the best word for space (31)in the paragraph ?
- Saturday
- Monday
- Friday

32) We ...28... back to...29... the next day. Mr. and Mrs. Vega ...30... us to the airport in
their car. We got home late ...31... evening. We were ...32... , but we were happy. We
had a wonderful time in New York. ...33... , Maria is never going to forget her ...34...
bus trip. Choose the best word for space (32)in the paragraph ?
- Very tired
- exhausted
- exciting

33) We ...28... back to...29... the next day. Mr. and Mrs. Vega ...30... us to the airport in
their car. We got home late ...31... evening. We were ...32... , but we were happy. We
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had a wonderful time in New York. ...33... , Maria is never going to forget her ...34...
bus trip. Choose the best word for space (33)in the paragraph ?
- However
- Later on
- In the end

34) We ...28... back to...29... the next day. Mr. and Mrs. Vega ...30... us to the airport in
their car. We got home late ...31... evening. We were ...32... , but we were happy. We
had a wonderful time in New York. ...33... , Maria is never going to forget her ...34...
bus trip. Choose the best word for space (34)in the paragraph ?
- scary
- Frightening
- exhausted

35) The Garcia family was very excited __________ the trip
- After that
- Before
- During

36) They didn’t have a lot of free time __________ their visit to New York
- After that
- Before
- During

37) On Monday, they took a train. __________, they took a ferry
- The next day
- Before
- Later on

38) On Friday, they took a subway to the city. __________, they took a bus to Central
Park
- The next day
- Before
- Later on

39) After they got off the bus, they looked for Maria. __________, they saw her
- At last
- Finally
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- After that

40) Mr. Garcia ran after the bus. __________,the bus driver stopped
- At last
- Finally
- After that

41) __________, Maria was safe.
- In the end
- Finally
- After that

42) Maria was very careful on buses and trains __________
- In the end
- Finally
- After that
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